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Bootstrapping perception with action:
a case for sensory prediction

Jean Godon, Sylvain Argentieri and Bruno Gas

Abstract—Recent developments have argued that perception
can emerge from sensation when (and to an extent only when)
actions are considered. This problem of Developmental Robotics
is studied by drawing from the Sensorimotor Contingencies
(SMC) theory. Specifically, an extended formalism for describing
sensorimotor interaction is proposed, allowing to account for
motor and sensory variations. Said formalism is then used to
study the properties of sensory prediction in a naive agent,
with two main results. First, spatial contingencies make such a
prediction internally computable via a particular class of actions.
Second, sensory prediction is shown to capture the structure of
motor capabilities of the agent. Both those claims are further
illustrated in a simulation. This provides a generalized approach
to bootstrap the development of perception for naive agents,
which can tackle a larger class of problems.

Index Terms—Sensory prediction, sensorimotor contingencies,
interactive perception, bootstrapping, developmental robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

HOW can an artificial agent discover and build cogni-
tive capabilities by itself so it can face realistic and

unpredictable environments? This key capability is one central
question when trying to build autonomous robots. One solution
consists in taking into account the physical properties of the
interaction of the agent with such environments, e.g. by relying
on a priori models, either of the agent’s body, its sensors,
or of the agent world. Such conventional approaches are
by definition relying on well designed models of the agent
interaction for the assumed task it has to solve, like the
navigation in a clustered environment, or the recognition of
a sensory pattern. But such models are notoriously difficult
to obtain [1], by definition incomplete [2], and certainly not
generalizable to interactions varying in unknown spatial and
temporal scales. Importantly, perceptive capabilities are of
tremendous importance when dealing with such problems as
they represent the interface between the low level sensations
generated by the agent sensors and its higher level cognitive
layers. The ability of the agent to act accordingly to its
environment depends on it correctly learning its perception.
But while this ability has been for long considered as a simple,
a priori interpretation of the agent sensor’s outputs, the role
of action in this process is now hard to discard. Multiple cues
argue for a more central role of action from the agent in
the building of its perception capabilities, to a point where
talking about perception without action might be considered
incorrect [3].
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The field of interactive perception [4] emerged recently
as a set of work dealing with this relation between action
and perception. It can be seen as a topic regrouping low
level considerations like embodied sensorimotor approaches to
perception as well as higher ones like autonomous affordances
discovering [5] or control strategies. This paper belongs to
the former approaches, mostly along the Sensorimotor Con-
tingencies Theory (SMC) [6] stating that perception is the
mastery of invariant structures or regularities in the sensori-
motor flow discovered during the interaction of the agent with
its environment. We already proposed different contributions
in this field, successively dealing with peripersonal space
characterization [7], self-contact and body representation [8],
and the emergence of a topological representation of sensors
poses [9], everytime from the sensorimotor flow only. All
these contributions tried to demonstrate how internal (mathe-
matical) structures in the agent motor configuration (namely,
motor quotient spaces and their corresponding topologies),
discovered thanks to sensory invariance, are related to external,
mostly spatial, properties of the agent interaction with its
environment. However these works can only be applied to
acquire local spatial knowledge and skills, and cannot be
used with agents able to move freely in their environment.
The approach proposed here generalizes these concepts by
introducing a variational approach, i.e. variations of the agent
motor configurations, as a way to leverage spatial regularities
of the interaction to learn sensory prediction.

Sensory prediction is a topic that has been extensively
covered in neuroscience and cognitive psychology. Many
physiological experiments ([10], and later [11], [12]) described
how it might be implemented via motor efference copies
coupled with forward sensory models and how it supported
perceptual processes such as gaze stability. On the other hand,
ideomotor theory [13] goes as far as stating actions are in fact
represented in the mind as their perceptual consequences. This
has naturally lead to sensory prediction being used in robotics,
especially in cognitive robotics and grounded cognition [14].
Predictive Coding [15] constitutes one way to tackle this
question, with the idea that the brain is constantly building
and updating a predictive mental model of its sensorimotor
experience. The ability to predict the sensory consequence
of an action has been used in motor control [16]; it can
be leveraged as a way of learning efficient representations
of motor sequence [17], and it was also shown to lead to
a sensorimotor notion of object [18] on top of which higher
cognitive constructs can be built. Other works dealt instead
with the matter of learning this ability: neural networks have
been shown to be able to learn sensory predictions in a variety
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of experiments [19], [20]. It should be noted that both of these
contributions learned to relate changes in sensory states and
in motor configurations.

Interestingly, sensory prediction has already been studied
in the context of SMC theory [21], with the idea that the
regularities of the latter could assist in the former. Our work
follows the same approach, showing how space-like regularity
properties in the experience of the agent allow for sensory
prediction to be learned. This is done in the context of very
simple models which are shown to be sufficient to pick up
on the phenomenon and therefore illustrate precisely which
structure is actually captured by the aforementioned neural
networks. Moreover it shows how both sides of sensory
prediction –learning it and using it to structure action– can
be performed by a naive agent, therefore providing a new
perspective for bootstrapping in the context of SMC theory.

This paper is organized as follows. To begin with, we
introduce in Section II all the notations and concepts needed
to exploit the proposed variational approach. On this basis, we
leverage these elements in Section III to enunciate properties
of the subsequent sensorimotor interaction. In particular, we
demonstrate the equivalence between the structure of sensory
predictions and actions. Then, some simulations are proposed
in Section IV to assess the mathematical formalism, through
a careful evaluation of each step of the proposed framework.
Finally, a conclusion ends the paper.

II. DEFINING A FORMALISM FOR SENSORIMOTOR
INTERACTION

This first section aims at expanding several previous results
in Interactive Perception as obtained for example in [4]. These
have made use of several classical objects such as the pose
(or working) space and the forward (either geometrical or
sensory) maps, at times rearranging their definitions or making
them more precise to allow for formal proofs to be derived.
Such work is followed upon in this contribution, with a
somewhat significant overhaul of the formal definitions. This
section is thus devoted to the definitions of the terms we
will use to describe a sensorimotor problem, showing during
the exposition how they appear in a simple classical example
and how they differ from previous theoretical formulations.
We then leverage these definitions to propose and prove new
perceptive bootstrapping algorithms in the following section.

A. Motor actions

As a first step, this subsection is devoted to the intro-
duction of all the notions and definitions of the motor side
of the proposed sensorimotor framework. After highlighting
the limitations of the previous approaches, we show how
to reparameterize the sensorimotor interaction by introducing
motor actions. Their definition and properties are then care-
fully discussed.

1) A look back to previous formalisms: Let us consider in
all the following an agent endowed with motor and sensing
capabilities. The internal motor configuration m and the
sensory configuration s of this agent lie respectively into
some sets M and S. Both of them define the internal agent
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Figure 1: Illustration of the motor actions effects. The internal agent configu-
ration is entirely described by its sensorimotor flow (m, s), while its external
configuration is given by (b, s), partially unknown to the agent. An action a
acts on a configuration b so that the agent motor & sensory configurations
and its position in space is changed.

configuration (m, s), i.e. the sensorimotor flow the agent has
access to. There is a clear dependency between the sensory and
motor configurations that can be captured by the sensorimotor
maps s : M × E → S , such that s(m, ε) = s, where
ε ∈ E represents the state of the environment. As said in the
introduction, other contributions already exploited this kind of
parameterization [22], [7], [8]. In all these contributions, only
“grounded” agents are considered, since a single internal motor
configuration m ∈ M is only mapped to a single sensory
configuration s ∈ S for a fixed environment configuration ε.

To illustrate this point, Figure 1 represents a 2D-agent able
to translate itself only along one dimension x. This agent is
able to move inside an environment made of colored walls
thanks to 5 rotating joints whose states mi, i = 1, . . . , 5,
are captured in its motor configuration m = (mi)i. To begin,
let us consider the case where m1 and m2 are fixed, so that
the agent is only able to move its arm supporting a camera-
like sensor generating a sensation s, i.e. m is restricted to
(m3,m4,m5) only. In such a scenario, one has a grounded
agent for which each motor configuration m can be mapped
to one corresponding sensor pose, which is itself mapped to a
sensation s. This simple statement allows to build structures in
M by exploiting only the sensorimotor flow (m, s), structures
that can be leveraged to build an internal representation of the
agent body, or even of its peripersonal space. In other words,
m contains all of the information, although sometimes with
some redundancy, about the coupling between the agent and its
environment. However, what would happen if the same agent
was able to perform translations in its environment? This case
is illustrated in Figure 1 when all motor states mi are used.
Indeed, one can imagine a case where the agent moves in its
environment along the x axis from (external) position τ (with
internal configuration m) to τ ′ (same m). In this case, the
sensor samples two different parts of the color wall so that its
generated sensations s and s′ from these two different positions
are different. Then two identical internal configurations m give
two different sensations: there is no more mapping between
m and s, and all the mathematical developments performed
in previous works can no longer apply. Therefore, it seems
necessary to generalize these formalisms to cope with agents
able to move freely in their environment. In this paper, one
proposes a variational formulation of motor actions to deal
with this issue. It is introduced in the next subsections.
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2) Foregoing grounding : reparameterizing the sensori-
motor interaction: From previous arguments, the internal
motor configuration m can not be mapped unambiguously
to sensations without additional considerations. If one still
insists on having a functional relation between motor data
and sensations, one then needs to enrich the initial motor
set. In this paper, one proposes to introduce some superset
B of M as initial parameter space. This new set B can be
thought of as the set of all absolute configurations b made
of pairs (m, τ ) where m is the internal motor configuration
and τ represents an absolute measure of the pose of the
agent in its ambient space (which would most commonly
be position and orientation in 3D space). It is important to
understand that the agent itself has no knowledge of the
current absolute configuration b of its interaction with its
environment, retaining the same hypotheses about a priori
structure. However we may then consider the sensorimotor
map as a function s : B× E → S instead of s :M× E → S
to account for possible displacements in the environment.
Defining such a new set B allows then to introduce the notion
of external agent configuration as the tuple (b, s). As such, two
different points of view must be stressed out: (i) the external
point of view (i.e. coming from the designer of the system) will
allow to characterize some properties of the agent interaction
with its environment (through modelization, hypotheses, etc.),
and (ii) the internal point of view which represents which data
and concepts are available to the agent for its operations. This
specific point is discussed in §III-A.

Coming back to Figure 1, the agent moves to three suc-
cessive absolute configurations b, b′ and b′′. All of them are
now different, which was not the case of the internal motor
configurations: introducing b ∈ B apparently solves the issue
raised at the end of §II-A1. Let us now explain how the agent
actually reaches some given absolute configuration b.

3) Going variational : introducing motor actions: As ex-
plained previously, the agent has no direct access to the
configuration data b: it cannot know where it is in B. Instead
we suppose it starts with some (very limited) knowledge of
how it moves in this set, i.e. it is capable of performing some
moves in B and of comparing any two moves for equality. To
this end, we propose to introduce some new set A behaving
in the following manner: an element a ∈ A can be applied to
any absolute configuration b ∈ B to give a new configuration
b′ = ab = a(b). Therefore, a can be seen as a function
B → B. We will usually denote b a→ b′ this situation, and
call a a motor action. Now as we intend to represent the way
in which the agent can move in its environment, one can take
for granted the existence of a special action e ∈ A that verifies
∀b ∈ B, b e→ b: the agent may decide to stay still. Moreover,
considering it is able to do any moves a and a′, it may then
chain them in one single move a′′ = a′a ∈ A which satisfies

∀b ∈ B,

b b′′

b′

a′′

a a′ (1)

so that A naturally carries the structure of a monoid. In the
following, we will further restrict ourselves to the case where
individual actions are reversible, that is for any action a there
exists an action a−1 such that

∀b ∈ B, b b′,
a

a−1
(2)

making A into a group. Seeing as how actions can be thought
of as mappings B → B, a necessary (and sufficient) condition
is for all mappings in A to be bijective.

Figure 1 illustrates these notions, with the agent moving
from external configuration b to b′ through an action a.
This action, applied at b = (m, τ ), happens to produce a
translation of the agent so that its internal motor configuration
finishes at the same m. Note that the agent would be able to
return back to its initial absolute configuration by applying
the inverse action a−1 of a. Moreover, since a is a function
defined on the whole B set, the same action can be applied
at b′ = (m, τ ′) to reach a third configuration b′′ = (m′′, τ ′′).
This time, the same action a has conducted to a global
displacement of the agent in the environment, combined with
a change in its internal motor configuration. Indeed, while
it represents cases which are mostly avoided for practical
reasons, it is not required for a to only depend on m in the
general case: the outcome of the same action a may depend
on the position τ of the agent in the environment. Finally,
the agent would have been able to move from b to b′′ by
applying the action a′′ = a2, as per Equation (1).

With these structure assumptions, for a given subset of
motor primitives A′ ⊂ A available to the agent, we can search
for the set of composed moves the agent can actually reach
by iteration of its known ones. We shall say an action a ∈ A
decomposes over A′ = {ai}i∈I if it can be written in the form

a = ain . . . ai1 =
∏

1≤k≤n
aik , ik ∈ I (3)

The interest of these decompositions appears because the
effect of composed moves on motor configurations boils down
to the effects of its components as per the following diagram:

∀b ∈ B,
b b′

b1 ... bn−1

a

ai1

ai2 ain−1

ain (4)

In the example in Figure 1, it may well be that the agent
can move to any configuration b i.e. that its action set is
A = R5 (for the 5 possible angular increments of its 5 joints).
But it may also be restricted to a limited set of moves, for
example if it only can send discrete commands to its joints.
For instance, if each actuator is a stepper motor, then its action
set turns into A = Z5. In this case, a would be written as
the tuple (∆qi)i, i = 1, . . . , 5, where ∆qi ∈ Z is the ith

motor increment expressed in step increments. Consequently,
any action a would decompose over A′ = {ai}i where action
ai corresponds to adding one step to the ith actuator. In this
specific case, while A is infinite, it is sufficient for the agent to
know the 5 motor primitives ai to generate any action a ∈ A.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the receptive fields for a sensor made of two rigidly
linked cameras at configuration b. Each pixel ci of either camera produces
a sensory value sci in the overall sensory array s explained only by a small
subset of space Fci (b). The same applies for both cameras, thus explaining
how a sensation for the agent can be explained by the perception of a subset
of space.

B. Grounding sensations in space

The previous subsection was devoted to the introduction
of actions on the motor side of the proposed sensorimotor
framework. This subsection accordingly deals with the sensory
side of it, and more particularly with its relation to a persistent
“space” which was entirely absent from previous consider-
ations. After a more precise definition of the meaning of
“environment configuration”, the link between local perception
and spatial considerations is formalized. This will constitute
the root of the theoretical developments proposed in the next
section.

1) Decoupling environment and its underlying layer: In
previous works, a traditional way for parameterizing the
environment was to introduce the environment configuration
ε. The meaning of such a variable was often fuzzy, almost
without any formal semantics linking it to the sensorimotor
experience of the agent. In this paper, and maybe more in line
with classical “physical” formalisms, it is proposed to stress
the difference between the ambient geometrical space—in
which sensorimotor experience occurs—and the environment
itself—that is the state of “things” lying in this space—.
The former takes the form of some set E endowed with a
spatial structure as encoded by a group G (E) of admissible
transformations. These spatial transformations are mappings
E → E preserving some “geometry” of E . The most common
illustration is the usual affine geometry of R3 given by the
group SE3(R) = SO3(R) o R3 of its rigid transformations,
made of 3D rotations, translations and their compositions. On
this basis, one chooses to define a “state of the environment”
as a valuation that maps each point of E to its corresponding
physical properties such as temperature, color, luminance,
etc. These states are therefore best represented as functions
p : E → P where P is a set describing the different physical
properties the agent can observe. Consequently, p(e) represents
the observable physical properties at point e ∈ E . We will
henceforth denote P the set of environment states, i.e. a set
of such functions p.

Figure 2 illustrates these considerations. In this simple case,
the geometrical space E is monodimensional, represented as an
axis where each point e is assigned a color through a function
p1 or p2. Interestingly, one can now distinguish points in E for
which different environment states locally coincide, as far as
the agent is able to observe this coincidence. This trivial—but
important—statement is discussed in the following.

2) Local perception and receptive fields: Now that we have
formally defined what is “out there” from an external point of
view, let us now focus on the sensory capabilities of the agent.
Recall that we considered in §II-A2 the sensorimotor map as
a function s : B×E → S. From previous considerations, this
map can now be generalized as a function sc : B×P → Sc to
account for the environment physical state p. The new notation
sc also outlines that the sensory map is explicitly written for
a sensory element c (or sensel, i.e. one pixel for a camera,
the cochlea cell coding for one sound frequency, etc.). Thus,
the sensorimotor map sC for the entire sensory apparatus is
made of the aggregate of all sensels along sC : B ×P →
S =

∏
c∈C Sc with C the set of all sensels1. An illustration

of these points is proposed in Figure 2 for an agent endowed
with two cameras. In this case, the sensels ci—each depicted
as elements in a color array— represent the pixels of either
camera. Separate sensors in the apparatus thus appear as sub-
arrays in C : the first (resp. second) camera is figured by C1

(resp. C2). Note that this decomposition of C as C1 ∪ C2

directly comes from our external understanding of the agent
structure (i.e. with one camera corresponding to one set of
sensels, i.e. one sensor). One could have selected others sub-
arrays to form a distinct set of (virtual) sensors not necessarily
corresponding to their (physical) implementation on the agent.

Let us now focus on sensors C ′ ⊂ C that satisfy the
following locality principle: for any given absolute configu-
ration b ∈ B their output only depend on a certain subspace
FC ′(b) ⊂ E as per the following property

∀p1, p2 ∈P,∀b ∈ B,

p1|FC′ (b) = p2|FC′ (b) ⇒ sC ′(b, p1) = sC ′(b, p2).
(5)

In this equation, FC ′ is a map intending to mirror the well
studied concept of receptive fields of the sensor C ′, that is the
region of space determining the sensory output of C ′. Figure 2
represents some of the receptive fields for the two cameras
agent. The first one, Fci(b), is the receptive field of a single
sensel/pixel ci ∈ C . The receptive fields FC1(b) and FC2(b)
of each camera can be obtained as the union of the receptive
field Fcj (b) of their respective pixels. In the same vein, the
overall receptive field of the agent FC (b) is also given by
FC1

(b) ∪ FC2
(b). From the same figure, it is clear that even

if p1 6= p2 (since there are areas of different colors on the E
axis), the sensation captured by the agent is the same since
the aforementioned differences are restricted to areas of space
unseen to the agent.

It is important to notice that this is the formal step where
the notion of receptive field formalizes an implicit relation
between the sensations of the agent and spatial information.
This constitutes one fundamental property sufficient to lever-
age spatial knowledge from the agent interaction with its
environment. The application of these theoretical elements is
proposed in the next section.

1In all the following, the map sC will be shortened to s when there is no
ambiguity, consistently with the initial definition of the sensorimotor map of
the agent recalled in §II-A1.
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III. A ZERO-TH LAYER OF SENSORIMOTOR
CONTINGENCIES: SPATIAL REGULARITIES THROUGH

VARIATIONS

In this section, we proceed by describing how the formal
elements from Section II can be arranged to enunciate some
interesting properties of the sensorimotor interaction. First, to
keep in line with considerations of minimalist bootstrapping,
the model of knowledge of the agent is discussed. Then the
interactions between the objects defined earlier are outlined,
with some preliminary conditions, definitions and results made
formal. Finally, a novel learning process is proposed for what
we argue to be the class of most basic agents, allowing for
the internal representation of their initial motor structure. The
corresponding results are of two distinct but equally important
natures: some, taking the viewpoint of an external observer, as-
sert that certain particular objects of interest (such as a sensory
prediction function) exist; others guarantee these objects to be
computable in the boundaries set by our model of knowledge.
This is made in an effort to keep a priori knowledge to a
minimum, and these proofs are generally of a constructive
nature. They are both formulated for general agents as defined
by the previous section, before being assessed on a particular
toy case in the next section as proof of concept.

A. How can it be so “naive”?

In the authors previous works [9], sensorimotor interaction
occurred as a sequence of (generally discrete) steps where
at each point, the agent can access both its proprioception
m ∈ M (seen as an array of current joint configuration
states) and its corresponding exteroceptive array s = s(m, ε).
These sensory arrays are then compared for equality as total
vectors, that is the agent may not access the vectors component
by component. This knowledge is then used for example
to compute set-theoretic motor kernels which are shown to
be a structural invariant of the sensorimotor interaction. By
contrast, in this paper slight modifications are applied. Indeed,
from the external point of view we now have B as a functional
analogue to the previousM, that is the set of “parameter” data
that entirely determines the state of the interaction between
agent and environment. However, as the definition of B refers
to some explicitly external data (i.e. the τ in b = (m, τ )),
we cannot assume its knowledge from the point of view
of the agent. We could however elect, on the same basis
previous contributions used, to assume internal knowledge of
the m part of b = (m, τ ). Note that this would not however
guarantee us to achieve all previously obtained results since
the class of represented agents and interactions grew far wider:
this is precisely what motivated the reparameterization of the
problem from M to B in the first place. Instead, we even
dispose of the distinguished knowledge of “proprioception”
per se altogether. By this we mean that although the agent
may have access to feedback from its actuators, these values
should be treated as part of a unified sensory array. We posit
that the property for certain components to be proprioceptive
can be inferred from otherwise discovered statistics of the
interaction. This however effectively makes us lose a great deal

of knowledge since internal motor states m used to represent
the point where the agent stood in its relation to space.

As for remedies, it is instead where a variational approach
is preferred: while configuration data represented by b ∈ B
still exists as an external object, the agent may only choose a
motor action a ∈ A which, applied to b, yields the following
configuration b′ = ab = a(b). The agent is therefore given
the capacity to compare any two elements of A for equality,
so that it may tell whether at any two steps of its sensorimotor
experience it performed two identical or distinct actions.
Moreover, much deeper change in knowledge occurs at the
level of sensory readings: in the following we not only ask
that the agent be able to compare its entire sensory output
s = (sc)c∈C for equality as a vector, but that it also can check
for equality two values of any given sensel. That is, for every
sensel c ∈ C , for every values sc, s′c this sensel may output,
the agent may test whether sc == s′c. In this contribution,
it will be further assumed that the values output by distinct
sensels are themselves a priori comparable for equality. While
it is a common property in many classical applications, this
constitutes a current limitation which will be addressed in a
future ongoing work.

B. Sensorimotor binding: a marketplace for spatial informa-
tion

The formalism introduced in Section II allows for space to
appear as a variable in the sensorimotor equations, which we
will use in this section to prove that under some reasonable
assumptions we can talk about the spatial information content
of a sensory signal. This in turn is used to form the basis
of a sensory prediction the agent can use to try and infer
the sensory consequences of its motor actions, mirroring the
psychological construct of forward sensory model which is at
the heart of ideomotor theories. This is the core idea we will
further develop in the simulations of Section IV to see how
a naive agent can derive such a prediction function from its
sensorimotor flow.

Recall that for any given sensel c ∈ C and environment
state p ∈P , we introduced Fc the receptive field of sensel c
as the function which given agent configuration b ∈ B yields
E ′ = Fc(b) ⊂ E the minimal region of space which entirely
determines the output of sc. Therefore we can write

∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P, sc(b, p) = fc(p|Fc(b)), (6)

where fc is a “sensitivity” function (or filter) which converts
the physical properties of environment sampled into a sensory
output, both selecting to which property the sensor reacts and
how. Equation (6) describes the sensorimotor dynamics by
dissociating the spatial dependency (which is given by Fc) and
the sensitivity one (as seen with fc), so that we the observer
can now speak of sensels that look at the same region of space.
Let us then consider a particular condition, in which sensels
ci and cj verify for motor action a the relation

∀b ∈ B, Fci(ab) = Fcj (b). (7)

This describes the case where, for a given action a, sensel ci
samples after a the same point sensel cj was sampling before
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<latexit sha1_base64="+C5LdCMxIM0YZ48e73a2osN3uQk=">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</latexit>

ci
<latexit sha1_base64="+C5LdCMxIM0YZ48e73a2osN3uQk=">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</latexit>

cj
<latexit sha1_base64="OVPT7UY4GgbbdFbidn/GVknSF0w=">AAAC+HicjVLLTsJAFD3UF+ILdemmkZi4IkWMjx3RjUuM8kiQkHYYsFLaZjo1QeInuNWtO+PWv/EPdOcneGcsRkN83KbtmXPPuTN3cp3QcyNpWc8pY2JyanomPZuZm19YXMour1SjIBaMV1jgBaLu2BH3XJ9XpCs9Xg8Ft/uOx2tO71Dla5dcRG7gn8pByJt9u+u7HZfZkqgT1rpoZXNW3tJhjoNCAnJIohxk33CGNgIwxOiDw4ck7MFGRE8DBVgIiWtiSJwg5Oo8xzUy5I1JxUlhE9ujb5dWjYT1aa1qRtrNaBePXkFOExvkCUgnCKvdTJ2PdWXF/lR7qGuqsw3o7yS1+sRKnBP7l2+k/K9P9SLRwZ7uwaWeQs2o7lhSJda3ok5ufulKUoWQOIXblBeEmXaO7tnUnkj3ru7W1vkXrVSsWrNEG+P11+5GnQjKduhVJzNJn9Ejsa9i53MAxkF1K18o5ovH27nSQTIcaaxhHZs0Abso4QhlVGjHLm5wizvjyrg3HozHD6mRSjyr+BbG0ztS0pq4</latexit>

cj
<latexit sha1_base64="OVPT7UY4GgbbdFbidn/GVknSF0w=">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</latexit>

F
c i
(b

)
<latexit sha1_base64="mj4aFyF+/fslFBatFvUIxQ2olc4=">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</latexit>

F
c i
(b

0 )
<latexit sha1_base64="UXaqthurNUpsJe94MW0IwlkomCI=">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</latexit>

F
c j
(b

0 )
<latexit sha1_base64="SB715Mu1Vmd+uQwCRVQ1zlBLu2A=">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</latexit>

F
c j
(b

)
<latexit sha1_base64="f8aoI+AN1aJ7AWuedH8Jfv1kYYo=">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</latexit>

b<latexit sha1_base64="Ge9BlvyODx9rkdqXqhLhNh9nk7E=">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</latexit>

b0
<latexit sha1_base64="YLGCdlOmwF9wAOl5LyozCmd+JXk=">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</latexit>a

<latexit sha1_base64="gxkYNDVFfNP21OkBdTfVHD+zAs4=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="R/iV/THmvLdgyx6GQUHsE1nR1H0=">AAADAHicjVK7TsMwFD0Nr1JeBUaWiAqJqUoB8diqsjAWiT6kFqHEdduIvOQ4SFXVhX9ghZUNsfIn/AFsfALXJkWgiocjJ8fn3nPt41wn8txYWtZzxpianpmdy87nFhaXllfyq2v1OEwE4zUWeqFoOnbMPTfgNelKjzcjwW3f8XjDuTxW8cYVF7EbBmdyEPFz3+4FbtdltiSq1fZt2Y+ZGFZGF/mCVbT0MCdBKQUFpKMa5t/QRgchGBL44AggCXuwEdPTQgkWIuLOMSROEHJ1nGOEHGkTyuKUYRN7Se8erVopG9Ba1Yy1mtEuHk1BShNbpAkpTxBWu5k6nujKiv2p9lDXVGcb0NdJa/nESvSJ/Us3zvyvTnmR6OJQe3DJU6QZ5Y6lVRJ9K+rk5hdXkipExCncobggzLRyfM+m1sTau7pbW8dfdKZi1ZqluQlef3U3diIo2qWpTmZSfk63xJEa+58NMAnqO8XSbnH3dK9QrqTNkcUGNrFNHXCAMk5QRU3/oxvc4s64Nu6NB+PxI9XIpJp1fBvG0zs7DZ5k</latexit>

……

……

ci
<latexit sha1_base64="+C5LdCMxIM0YZ48e73a2osN3uQk=">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</latexit>

cj
<latexit sha1_base64="OVPT7UY4GgbbdFbidn/GVknSF0w=">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</latexit>

……

b00
<latexit sha1_base64="oL+AEuvdkS8HEG64y9wKVYTFC0A=">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</latexit>a

<latexit sha1_base64="gxkYNDVFfNP21OkBdTfVHD+zAs4=">AAAC9nicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVVIrPnZFNy5bsA+oRZLptIbmxWQiluIXuNWtO3Hr7/gHuvMTvDOmohQfNyS5c+45d+YM14k8N5aW9ZwxpqZnZuey87mFxaXllfzqWiMOE8F4nYVeKFqOHXPPDXhdutLjrUhw23c83nQGx6revOQidsPgVA4j3vHtfuD2XGZLgmr2eb5gFS0d5mRSSpMC0qiG+TecoYsQDAl8cASQlHuwEdPTRgkWIsI6GBEmKHN1neMaOdImxOLEsAkd0LdPq3aKBrRWPWOtZrSLR68gpYkt0oTEE5Sr3UxdT3Rnhf7Ue6R7qrMN6e+kvXxCJS4I/Us3Zv5Xp7xI9HCgPbjkKdKIcsfSLom+FXVy84srSR0iwlTepbqgnGnl+J5NrYm1d3W3tq6/aKZC1Zql3ASvv7obOxFU7dGrTmYSP6dH4lDF3ucATCaNnWKpXCzXdguVo3Q4stjAJrZpAvZRwQmqqOvT3OAWd8aVcW88GI8fVCOTatbxLYynd/vUmdk=</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="675cx+lsTE8/v/YHrdwwAjneZRg=">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</latexit>

F
c i
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00
)

<latexit sha1_base64="+vN8WEYnE5txEGrSnKW8VYDl1WE=">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</latexit>

Figure 3: Illustration of how the underlying 1D space induces transitions
between cross-sensel outputs. In this case, under action a, sensel ci takes the
place of sensel cj : the output of ci after a (red) is the same as the output of
cj before a (red). The same applies when performing a a second time: the
yellow color is transfered from cj to ci.

the agent began to move. To have this relation apparent to
the agent, we also require that the output of these particular
sensels be comparable, as already discussed in §III-A. In the
strictest sense, this can be by requiring that their sensitivity
functions fci and fcj are equal. It follows that

∀b ∈ B, ∀p ∈P,

sci(ab, p) = fci(p|Fci (ab))

= fcj (p|Fcj (b)) = scj (b, p).
(8)

Equations (7) and (8) are both illustrated in Figure 3, where a
1D (infinite) pixel array is placed in front of a 1D colored line
along which the sensor can translate itself thanks to actions a.
Eq. (7) is captured by the fact that both receptive fields Fcj (b)
and Fci(b′), drawn as two rectangular shapes, project on the
same area on the environment. Then, Eq. (8) explains how it
causes both sensels to actually generate the same sensory (red)
output. It is clear that the spatial relation being forwarded to
sensory transitions depends on the sensels actually outputing
the same (red) value. This might be argued to be a restrictive
assumption. Nevertheless, being able to deal with different
sensitivity functions is a sizeable development to which an
ongoing contribution shall be devoted.

To conclude, a key point here is that a phenomenon entirely
defined from the external point of view through receptive
fields is accessible from the internal one by the constraints
it imposes on the sensels outputs values during exploration.
Equation (8) therefore shows how space, insofar as it is
common to all sensels and actions, makes this informational
content accessible to a naive agent.

C. A motor and sensory account of spatial conservation

1) Conservation through permutation : conservative ac-
tions: The result obtained in the previous subsection exhibits
an important property making internally available some exter-
nal information. But given that the actual motor exploration
follows the algebraic structure of actions A, it still remains to
be shown how these two structures are consistent. This can be
made apparent by introducing conservative actions as those a

of A verifying

∀c ∈ C ,∃c′ ∈ C such that ∀b ∈ B, Fc(ab) = Fc′(b), (9)

generalizing somewhat Equation (7). Then, conservative ac-
tions are those for which all sensels of the agent exchange
the places they sample: there is conservation of the (spatial)
information available. In the following, “∀b ∈ B, Fc(ab) =
Fc′(b)” will be shortened to the more legible c

a→ c′, and
c (resp. c′) is said to be the predecessor (resp. successor)
of c′ (resp. c) by a. It is proven in Appendix V-A that for
conservative actions a, the relation a→ can be made into a
successor function

σa : C → C

c 7→ c′
(10)

where c′ = σa(c) is a sensel verifying c
a→ c′. Therefore,

conservative actions can equivalently be thought of as permu-
tation of sensels. Importantly, conservative actions provide a
natural framework for exploiting Equations (7) and (8) during
motor exploration. Indeed, it is proven in Appendix V-B that
conservative actions form a subgroup AC ⊂ A for its compo-
sition operation. That is to say, chaining conservative actions
yield other actions which are necessarily conservative, and the
inverses of conservative actions are themselves conservative.
This also defines a new group action of conservative actions
on sensels via ac = σa(c) = c′ where c a→ c′.

At this stage, it has been shown how the spatial property of
permutation of the receptive fields relates to the intrinsic motor
structure of the agent. However, this does not suffice to make
this structure accessible to its knowledge as the dependency
of the sensorimotor process on the spatial variable is implicit.
We must therefore go through one final step to relate the
available informational content (i.e. sensory reading) to the
motor structure.

2) From permutation to prediction : making it into sensory
territory !: Let us consider the agent at any point (b, s) of its
sensorimotor experience. Its sensory output is s = sC (b, p) =
(sc)c∈C , and for any action a it may perform this sensory
output should shift to s′ = s(b′ = ab, p) provided the
environment state stays constant throughout the action. But
following our previous discussions, were a to be conservative
we would have

s′ =(sc(ab, p))c∈C = (fc(p|Fc(ab)))c∈C
,

=(fc(p|Fac(b)))c∈C = (sac(b, p))c∈C ,

=(sσa(c))c∈C ,

(11)

so that performing motor action a only results in a permutation
of the components of the sensory output. This permutation is
exactly σa, and therefore is a constant of the agent which
does not depend on the actual current configuration (b, p).
Equation (11) shows that any conservative action a ∈ AC

corresponds to a sensory function

Pa : S → S
(sc)c∈C 7→ (sac)c∈C

(12)

which verifies the property

∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P, sC (ab, p) = Pa(sC (b, p)). (13)
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Per this property, Pa is a function which given any starting
sensory reading of the agent can determine the sensation it
would experience after performing action a (provided the en-
vironment state stays constant during a). It must be reiterated
that a crucial part is that this function operates on sensory
data, which is precisely the only data available to the agent.

D. A conservative policy to regulate the predictive market?

From there, let us now consider

P : AC → Bij(S)

a 7→ Pa
(14)

with Bij(S) the set of all bijections from S onto itself, i.e.
P maps abstract motor actions to their sensory prediction
functions. As proven in Appendix V-C, it establishes a group
isomorphism between conservative actions a ∈ AC and their
associated sensory prediction maps Pa ∈ P (AC ), so that

AC
∼= P (AC ). (15)

While Equation (15) written as is might easily pass as benign,
it is actually a very powerful result and the centerpiece of
our argument. It indeed specifies how structure computable
by the naive agent —as captured by its group of sensory
predictions P (AC )— relates to the a priori structure of
its motor capabilities present in A. Using the terminology
introduced in §III-A, it shows how some external information
describing the interaction between agent and environment can
emerge as a hierarchical construct from the internal point of
view. In turn, it is the enunciation —and the proof— of this
result that motivate developing the formalism as in Section II,
going as far back as absolute configurations b ∈ B and
ambient space E . Equation (15) will be leveraged as part of
the simulations in the following.

IV. SIMULATING A 2D VERSION OF OUR TOY MODEL

Up until this point, the discussion has been kept to a purely
theoretical level. The following section is now devoted to a
simulated experiment illustrating the new proposed formalism.
To this end it starts with a description of the experimental
setup, highlighting how it manifests in the proposed formalism
of §III. Then, we describe what tasks the agent is given and
how they relate to the theoretical results we put forth in the
previous section. Finally, we review the observable results of
these tasks to inspect how our earlier theoretical claims appear
in practical cases.

A. Description of the experimental setup

In the following, we will consider the 2D generalization
of the illustrating case used in the previous sections. That is,
the studied agent body is now made of a planar, rectangular
camera sat atop omnidirectional wheels, see Figure 4. These
allow for translations along both x and y coordinates, as
well as rotations in the plane. The pixels of the camera are
sensitive to the luminance of the ambient stimulus, which for
our experimental purposes is a fixed grayscale image placed
above the moving camera. Describing the problem in the terms
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Figure 4: Experimental setup used in simulation to assess the proposed
formalism. An holonomic agent is placed in a 2D environment, whose ceiling
is made of a fixed grayscale image. The agent can move in this environment
by applying 7 different actions ai, including the “rest” one a1. A Wc ⇥ Hc

camera pointed towards the ceiling is placed on the top of the agent and
generates a sensory array s = (sci )i.

sociated sensory prediction maps P (AC ), such that

AC
⇠= P (AC ). (17)

Therefore, computing compositions or inverses of sensory
predictions can be used as a proxy for computing successions
or inverses of motor actions. But crucially, the former are
items the agent can discover from naive exploration, as will be
exploited in the next simulation, while the latter were assumed
to be of unknown structure. Therefore this equivalency makes
accessible to the agent, via the discovery of relevant sensory
statistics, the algebraic details of its motor structure. <Insister
sur le fait que c’est peut être le résultat le plus important du
papier?>

IV. SIMULATING A 2D VERSION OF OUR TOY MODEL

Up until this point, the discussion has been kept to a purely
theoretical level. The following section is now devoted to a
simulated experiment illustrating the new proposed formalism.
To this end it starts with a description of the experimental
setup, highlighting how it manifests in the proposed formalism
of §III. Then, we describe what tasks the agent is given and
how they relate to the theoretical results we put forth in the
previous section. Finally, we review the observable results of
these tasks to inspect how our earlier theoretical claims appear
in practical cases.

A. Description of the experimental setup

In the following, we will consider the 2D generalization
of the illustrating case used in the previous sections. That is,
the studied agent body is now made of a planar, rectangular
camera sat atop omnidirectional wheels, see Figure 4. These
allow for translations along both x and y coordinates, as
well as rotations in the plane. The pixels of the camera are
sensitive to the luminance of the ambient stimulus, which for
our experimental purposes is a fixed grayscale image placed
above the moving camera. Describing the problem in the terms
of the developed formalism gives:

• the ambient space E is the plane R2;

• the set of physical properties of space P is [0; 255] the set
of luminance values. Therefore, a state of the environment
p 2 P is a function which takes points (x, y) of the
ambient plane and map them to luminances as given by
the data of the acquired image;

• the configuration space B is R2 ⇥ S1
⇠= R2 ⇥ ]�⇡;⇡] to

account for both position (x, y) and orientation ✓ of the
robot on the plane;

• the sensory output of the agent is an array s 2
[0; 255]

Wc⇥Hc , with Wc (resp. Hc) the number of
sensels/pixels in one row (resp. one column) of the
camera. Each of the components sci

of s are the sensory
output of pixel ci, given by the luminance of the spatial
location in the environment it is currently looking at. Im-
portantly, each pixel’s position in s is chosen arbitrarily.

We also define a set A0 of seven basic actions, which are
1) one identity action, mapping any current absolute con-

figuration to itself;
2) four elementary translations, one for each direction of

the basis axes on the plane. These are defined relative to
the current orientation of the agent, which can end up
distinct from external systems of axes when the agent
rotates;

3) two elementary rotations, to account for both clockwise
and counter-clockwise turns.

These actions are depicted in Figure 4 with colored arrows.
Note that the color convention used in this figure is the same
used in the forthcoming figures for coherence.

Relative to the prior discussion about properties of motor
actions, these are not strictly conservative as per the def-
inition (9): indeed, consider dF the elementary “forward”
translation. While inner pixels of the camera will certainly ex-
change receptive fields, those in the front row will necessarily
observe new areas of space after the agent has moved forward.
Therefore none of these front row pixels has any predecessor
by dF , which precludes it from being strictly conservative.
The same phenomenon of border impredictibility occurs for
all translations, each with their respective side failing to verify
the conservation property. We nevertheless proceed with the
formalism on the basis that actions are at worst, informally
speaking, “quasi” conservative. This is based on the quick
analysis that, for a N -by-N square camera, this defect only
occurs in N pixels which are an order of magnitude less than
the N2 total. Part of the analysis of the results will be in
assessing how this somewhat degrades the structure retrieved
from actual sensorimotor experience.

Representing the sensory configuration as numerical arrays
makes the permutation of sensels into Nc-by-Nc sparse matri-
ces, where Nc = Wc ⇥Hc is the number of sensels. Indeed,
starting with any permutation � : J1, NK ! J1, NK we can
define a matrix M� 2MN,N (R) by

(M�)i,j =

(
1 iff j = �(i),

0 else.
(18)

It can then be checked that for any array s, the array s�
obtained by permutating the components of s as given by �
verifies s� = M�s.

Figure 4: Experimental setup used in simulation to assess the proposed
formalism. A holonomic agent is placed in a 2D environment which ceiling
is made of a fixed grayscale image. The agent can move in this environment
by applying 7 different actions ak , including the “rest” one a1. A 10 × 10
camera pointed towards the ceiling is placed on the top of the agent and
generates a sensory array s = (sci )i.

of the developed formalism gives:
• the ambient space E is the plane R2;
• the set of physical properties of space P is [0; 255] the set

of luminance values. Therefore, a state of the environment
p ∈ P is a function which takes points (x, y) of the
ambient plane and map them to luminances as given by
the data of the acquired image;

• the configuration space B is R2 × S1
∼= R2 × ]−π;π] to

account for both position (x, y) and orientation θ of the
robot on the plane;

• the sensory output of the agent is an array s ∈
[0; 255]

Wc×Hc , with Wc (resp. Hc) the number of
sensels/pixels in one row (resp. one column) of the
camera. In the simulation, the image dimension is set
to Wc = Hc = 10. Each of the components sci of s are
the sensory output of pixel ci, given by the luminance
of the spatial location in the environment it is currently
looking at. Importantly, the position of each pixel in s is
chosen arbitrarily.

Let us define a set A of seven basic actions ak, k = 1, . . . , 7:
1) one identity action a1, mapping any current absolute

configuration to itself;
2) four elementary translations a2, a3, a4, a5, one for each

direction of the basis axes on the plane. These are
defined relative to the current orientation of the agent,
which can end up distinct from external systems of axes
when the agent rotates;

3) two elementary rotations a6, a7, to account for both
clockwise and counter-clockwise turns.

These actions are depicted in Figure 4 with colored arrows.
Note that the color convention used in this figure is the same
used in the forthcoming figures for coherence.

Relative to the prior discussion about properties of motor
actions, these are not strictly conservative as per the def-
inition (9): indeed, consider dF the elementary “forward”
translation. While inner pixels of the camera will certainly ex-
change receptive fields, those in the front row will necessarily
observe new areas of space after the agent has moved forward.
Therefore none of these front row pixels has any successor
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for dF , which precludes it from being strictly conservative.
The same phenomenon of border impredictibility occurs for
all translations, each with their respective side failing to verify
the conservation property. We nevertheless proceed with the
formalism on the basis that actions are at worst, informally
speaking, “quasi” conservative. This is based on the quick
analysis that, for a N -by-N square camera, this defect only
occurs in N pixels which remains an order of magnitude fewer
than the N2 total.

Representing the sensory configuration as numerical arrays
makes the permutation of sensels into Nc-by-Nc sparse matri-
ces, where Nc = Wc ×Hc is the number of sensels. Indeed,
starting with any permutation φ : J1, NK → J1, NK we can
define a matrix Mφ ∈MN,N (R) by

Mφi,j =

{
1 iff j = φ(i),

0 else.
(16)

It can then be checked that for any array s = (si), the array
sφ = (sφ(i)) obtained by permutating the components of s by
φ verifies sφ = Mφs.

B. Description of the tasks

The proposed simulation can be decomposed as a sequence
of 2 related, successive, tasks. First, these are briefly described
in a global manner so as to go through the flow of the
experiment. Then, each task is described in greater detail with
respect to its implementation details. It is in this second part
that relevant proofs ensuring both completion and correctness
of the endeavor are provided. In this setup, the robot is given
a set Ainit of nA unknown actions drawn in A. Although
A was designed for convenience from an external point of
view, Ainit may not accurately reflect it. Indeed, for random
draws there is a high likelihood of missing actions when nA
is small, of duplicate actions when it is large. However, as
discussed previously these notions do not yet make sense to
the agent, which can only “run” actions drawn. Importantly,
in the following, the considerations will be restricted to the
case where Ainit = A. This is a possibly strong assumption
about the initial fitness of readily available commands to
the “objective” capabilities of the agent. The influence of
this choice and the effect of less optimally designed starting
command shall be postponed to later works.

The first part of the experiment is one of motor babbling.
During it, the agent effectively runs its available actions ak ∈
Ainit multiple times and tries to figure out whether they are
conservative by computing their associated sensel permutation
map. This is realized as a sequential process : at timestep n,
the agent (randomly) chooses and runs an action ak = a[n] ∈
Ainit, and the absolute configuration b[n] = (x[n], y[n], θ[n])
is accordingly changed to b[n + 1] = akb[n]. Corresponding
sensory array s[n+ 1] = (si[n+ 1])i is then used to proceed
in the computation of the (candidate) permutation matrix Mak

of ak, with the details of the update rule discussed in the
following subsection.

Once this first task is complete, the agent computes all
products of (quasi) permutation matrices to make the resulting
set of matrices. As per Equation (4), this set is precisely the

one of all matrices that decompose over the Mak , ak ∈ Ainit.
This is formally analogous to the compressed representation
of motor sequences observed in [17]. Following our argument
about the groups of prediction functions and motor actions
being isomorphic, this graph is taken as the global under-
standing of its motor capabilities the agent has acquired. Here
“global” denotes that new structure, absent from the first
empirical phase which was limited to Ainit, emerged from the
computation of products.

1) Learning the prediction through sensorimotor interac-
tion: The first task performed by the agent is computing,
where possible, the permutation matrix associated to each of
its available motor actions. This is done according to the
following procedure: at the beginning of the sensorimotor
experience, to each starting action ak ∈ Ainit associate a
Nc × Nc matrix Mak where Nc is the number of sensels.
This matrix is initialized so that all of its coefficients are 1.
Then, at the end of timestep n where it performed action ak
(that is a[n] = ak), the agent uses its sensory output arrays
both previous (s[n]) and current (s[n + 1]) as per the update
rule :

(Mak [n+ 1])i,j ←
{

1 iff sj [n+ 1] = si[n] and (Mak [n])i,j = 1

0 else.
(17)

Let us first observe that in this rule the only possible change
in coefficients is going from 1 to 0 : whenever a coefficient
(Mak [n])i,j is already 0, the condition of the first case
automatically fails so that its value stays at 0. Therefore, the
rough dynamics of the update is that while all coefficients start
at 1, some are eventually switched to 0 upon exploration until
matrices converge to a final (possibly null) form.

In Appendix V-D an argument is provided that for any
conservative motor action this algorithm makes the empirical
matrix Mak converge to the associated permutation matrix
Mσak

. It also proves that for non conservative actions, under
the same richness hypothesis the associated empirical matrix
will converge to the null matrix. This fact allows the robot to
naively distinguish between conservative and non conservative
actions, should he be given the capability to perform both on
startup.

2) “And then the simulation began to simulate...” : inferring
motor structure from learned interaction: In the second phase
of the experiment, the agent uses the prediction functions it
discovered for elementary conservative moves to infer how
combinations of these moves relate to each other. Indeed,
it was proved in the previous part that for any conservative
actions a and a′ with associated permutation matrices Mσa

and Mσa′ , it is true that

Mσa′Mσa = Mσa′a (18)

so that the agent can internally infer the sensory prediction of
any combination of the moves it empirically learned. This is
used in a Dijsktra-like process to build a graph of prediction
matrices, which runs as follows, see Algorithm 1: starting
from a prediction matrix M0 corresponding to any origin
action a0, each of the known matrices Mak , ak ∈ Ainit
are applied to yield both a set of new neighboring “end
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Algorithm 1 Dijkstra-like algorithm for live construction of
action group graph.

Input
A The set of all matrices learned in exp.1
D A bound on length of matrix combinations used
O A reference matrix around which to explore

Output
G A local view of the combinatorial graph of matrix

products around O, using edges in A

Add O to collection U
O.depth ← 0
Add node O to G
while U is not empty do

K ← node in U
for all Ma in A do

P ←MaK
P.depth ← K.depth + 1
if P.depth ≤ D then

B ← False
for all node C in G do . Test previously explored points for equality

if predictions for P and C match then
B ← True
Set edge Ma: K → P in G

end if
end for . for all node C in G

if B is False then
Add P to U
Add node P to G
Set edge Ma: K → P in G

end if
end if . if P.depth ≤ D

end for . for all a in A

Remove K from U
end while . while U is not empty

points” NM0
:= {MakM0, ak ∈ Ainit} and for each pair M0–

MakM0 a directed edge Mak . This is then recursively applied
to all newly discovered end points, while those that were
previously visited (as the prediction matrices can be compared
for equality) are discarded. However, the resulting graph would
in most cases be infinite, therefore a stopping rule must be
chosen. In our case, we chose to explore up to a given depth
parameter in graph edge distance.

C. Results

This subsection is devoted to the evaluation in simulation
of the previous points, divided in two successive experiments.
The first one illustrates how the agent can build the permu-
tation matrices associated to each of its conservative actions;
a discussion about the convergence and the statistics of this
experiment is then proposed. The second one exploits the
permutation matrices just obtained to structure its own actions
through a graph of their combinations; a discussion about its
fidelity as a representation of the action group A is proposed
to conclude the subsection.

1) Experiment 1: discovering the permutations:
a) Building the permutation matrices: To begin with, the

simulated robot in Figure 4 is placed at a random 2D position
inside the image to be explored. The available action set is
defined as Ainit = A so that nA = 7. Then, at each time step
n, a random action ak = a[n] ∈ Ainit is run, and the associated
permutation matrix Mak is updated according to (17). After
this update, the agent is able to evaluate if these matrices have
finished converging and therefore can decide when to stop the
exploration. An entropy-like internal criterion is proposed to
quantify this convergence, along

C(M) = 1− 1

Nc log2(Nc)

Nc∑

i=1

Hi,

where Hi = −
Nc∑

j=1

Mi,j

µi
log2(

Mi,j

µi
),

and µi =
1

max(1,
∑Nc
j=1Mi,j)

.

(19)

In this criterion, Hi is the entropy of the post-action output
of sensel ci as a random variable of the pre-action outputs
of all sensels cj . Therefore it measures which degree of
surprise remains in the determination of which (if any) sensel
is successor to ci. Finally, this makes C into an average
measure of certainty in the discovery of successor sensel pairs,
going in nondecreasing trajectories from 0 at initialization to
1 at permutation matrices. Consequently when it obtains the
updated matrices Mak [n+1], ak ∈ Ainit the agent computes all
Ck[n+1] = C(Mak [n+1]) to assess the state of its discovery,
stopping its exploration when all the Ck have reached 1.

After convergence, the resulting matrices for all the 7
actions shown in Figure 4 are depicted in Figure 5. In this
figure, a 0 (resp. 1) is represented in black (resp. white),
and action a1 corresponds to the “rest” action. Since the
agent has no knowledge of its sensor geometry, the position
of its sensels (i.e. pixels) inside the sensory array s (i.e.
the flattened image) is randomly chosen. In this case, the
resulting permutation matrices for each action is depicted in
Figure 5 (top), demonstrating the fact that those matrices are
not easy to understand from an external point of view. If one
now selects a more natural ordering of the pixels inside s,
like a line by line arrangement, one then gets the permutation
matrices in Figure 5 (middle). With such an arrangement, an
external observer is now able to get a clearer intuition about the
effects of each action on the pixels permutations. Nevertheless,
these two different sets of matrices are purely equivalent from
an internal point of view. This can be illustrated by mapping
the permutation on the overall sensor to better catch how the
agent has been able to discover the underlying spatial transfer
between sensels. This is done by plotting the sensel pairs along
which values are transfered as proposed in Figure 5 (bottom).
In this figure, the 10× 10 pixel grid of the simulated camera
is represented together with arrows connecting each sensel to
its successor. While such a representation requires external
knowledge in the sensor geometry, the arrows are entirely
determined by the internal permutation matrices from either
of the two sets presented. It is thus a convenient external way
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(a) Ma1 (b) Ma2 (c) Ma3 (d) Ma4 (e) Ma5 (f) Ma6 (g) Ma7

Figure 5: Representation of the 7 binary 102× 102 permutation matrices Mak corresponding to the 7 actions ak possibly generated by the agent, where a 0
(resp. a 1) is represented as black (resp. white). (first row) Matrices obtained for a random organization of the sensels outputs si inside the sensory array s.
(second row) Matrices obtained for a well chosen sensels arrangement, where each pixel values are stored line by line in s. (third row) Interpretation of the
permutation matrices (either from the first or second row) directly on the physical 10 × 10 pixel array: if a 1 is present at line i and column j of a matrix
Mak , then an arrow joining pixel i to j is plotted. Note that the arrow length has been resized for actions 6 and 7 (i.e. rotations) to enhance readability.
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Figure 6: Representation of the criterion Ck = C(Mak ) for the 7 actions
ak . Each jump in this figure corresponds to a reevalution of the criterion
happening at a timestep when the corresponding action has been drawn in the
set in Ainit. As expected, the criterion starts from 0 to reach 1, indicating that
all possible permutations have been found.

to display that each matrix has actually captured the pixel shift
induced by each action. For instance, with such a visualization,
it is now very clear that (a2, a3), (a4, a5) or even (a6, a7) are
all found to be pairs of inverse actions; this specific capability
will actually be exploited in §IV-C2 to structure the agent set
of actions.

b) A discussion about the dynamics of convergence: It
is clear from Figure 5 that at some point the agent captured
the permutation to the best of its capabilities. One therefore
proposes to study the dynamics of the convergence of the
approach w.r.t. the experimental time step n. First, the internal
criterion Ck = (Mak) defined in Equation (19) is evaluated at
each n and each ak, resulting in the plot in Figure 6. One can
then confirm that the Ck increase from 0 (all elements in the
matrices are initialized at 1) to 1 (all successor pairs have been
discovered). It also appears that for each particular action ak,
the associated criterion increases in sparse jumps because its
matrix Mak is only actually updated at the random time steps

when ak is drawn. Figure 6 also illustrates the fact that the
amplitude of these jumps decreases over the experiment. For
the starting conditions of this experiment, a detailed analysis
shows that about 7 realizations of each action are necessary
to fully discover the target permutation matrices. But it also
appears that most of the initial 1s in the matrices are wiped
out very early, with a criterion value Ck[n] ≈ 0.7 after only
one execution of the corresponding action ak. However, one
still questions whether the differences in the dynamic of all
actions is a random occurrence of this particular exploration, or
there is an intrinsic variance in difficulty in learning between
actions.

c) A statistical analysis about richness of the environ-
ment: The answer to the previous question can be obtained
by performing an empirical survey (i) by averaging over
random explorations for given starting conditions, and (ii) by
varying these starting conditions and comparing the resulting
performances. With such a study, (i) will allow to quantify
the influence of the randomness in exploration, while (ii) lets
us assess how the properties of the environment influence the
discovery of permutations. For this experiment, the environ-
ment is made of the image shown in Figure 7a, where the
starting points of each exploration is depicted as a grid of
points on it. At each of these points, 1000 random explorations
are conducted, each of them consisting in a random run of
actions ak as in §IV-C1a, resulting in 1000 sets of 7 Ck curves
as in Figure 6. For each random exploration l and each action
ak, the number of jumps Jl,ak in the Ck curve obtained is
taken as a measure of difficulty in learning the permutation.
The average J = 1

L

∑
l

∑
k Jl,ak of Jl,ak over all actions ak

and explorations l at a given starting position is depicted as
the color of the grid in Figure 7a, with L = 1000 (runs)×7
(actions). Green points correspond to a low number of jumps
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(a) Environment explored by the agent.
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(b) Normalized histograms of the number of jumps in the criterion C
for the green and red initial positions highlighted on the left.
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(c) Global normalized histogram of the number of jumps in C.

Figure 7: Statistical analysis of the permutation matrices building process. (left) Environment explored by the agent. Each point in this environment corresponds
to a starting position around which the agent draws actions to build the permutation matrices Mak . Counting the mean number of jumps in the criterion
curves Ck for each realization of the exploration around a given starting point and each action leads to the value J representing the difficulty to build the
corresponding matrices. A high (resp. low) J value in red (resp. in green) corresponds to areas in the environment harder (resp. easier) to exploit for sensory
prediction. (right) Normalized histograms of the number of jumps in the criterion curves Ck averaged across actions. (top right) Focus on the histograms
obtained around two different starting conditions corresponding to low (resp. high) J value highlighted by a green (resp. red) circle in the environment.
(bottom right) Overall normalized histogram for all actions and all starting positions in the environment, showing that most of the permutation matrices are
correctly obtained after a low number of action run.

J , while red ones are representing higher values. One can
observe that the points are overwhelmingly green, and that the
red ones are restricted to precise areas in the picture. These
correspond to areas with locally low contrast, such as the sky
(in the top left corner) or its reflection (in the bottom). The
extremal conditions corresponding to the two green and red
highlighted points are further compared. For each of them, the
distribution of the Jl,ak is plotted as an histogram in Figure 7b.
Clearly, green points correspond to areas in the environment
where the permutation matrices can be discovered in at most 5
executions of actions. On the contrary, at red points the agent
must wait for about 17 on average, and up to 35, executions
before it has obtained the same results. This illustrates how the
richness of the environment might influence the agent ability
to capture the structure of its sensory prediction. On a more
global scale, Figure 7c shows the distribution of the Jl,ak
for all random explorations, indiscriminately of the starting
position. This corroborates the observation that most positions
in the image are green, i.e. lead to easy convergence. It appears
that for a randomly selected starting position, there is more
that 66% of chance of permutation matrices being discovered
in less than 4 executions of their corresponding actions.

2) Experiment 2: structuring actions by combination: From
the previous experiment, we now have as many permutation
matrices Mak as we have actions in Ainit. As outlined in
§IV-B2, one can then use them to build a graph of prediction
matrices by following Algorithm 1. Recall that in this graph,
a node is a permutation matrix obtained as a combination of
the Mak matrices, while there is a Mak edge from matrix
M to M ′ iff M ′ = MakM . Therefore, all edges in the graph
correspond to the permutation matrices built during experiment
1. According to Equation (15), this graph is isomorphic to

the graph of corresponding actions, meaning all properties
discovered of any combination of matrices holds true for the
corresponding combination of actions. As an example, if one
discovers that Ma1 = Ma2Ma3 , then one also has a1 = a2a3.

As a first step, let us consider only the actions corresponding
to translations in the environment, i.e. a6 and a7 are discarded
from Ainit. This a priori selection is only made to simplify the
visualization of the graph at first. After applying Algorithm 1
to the matrices shown in Figure 5, one gets the directed graph
in Figure 8a, where all the color conventions are consistent
with experiment 1. This particular graph has been built for a
maximum depth set to 3 and with Ma1 the permutation matrix
of the “rest” action taken as the origin of the graph. Note that
the depth of this graph has been maintained voluntarily low
so as to help in the reading of the graph. Note also that the
arbitrary choice of origin makes all of its neighbors themselves
correspond to one of the Mak discovered in experiment 1 since
they all occurred as MakMa1 = Mak products, whereas all
other nodes are indeed new matrices.

This graph mirrors many algebraic properties of the Mak as
captured by the internal experience. Indeed one can first ob-
serve that the light blue arrow leads from any given node M to
itself, which corresponds to Ma1 being the identity matrix INc .
Furthermore one can note that the graph obtained is, up to its
borders, completely homogeneous; that is the neighborhoods
of each interior nodes share the same geometry. This even
extends to the color of edges matching, so that some of them
form pairs. One can for example verify that whenever a yellow
edge goes from node M to M ′, there is a green edge from
M ′ to M and no other one. This identifies the corresponding
matrices to be inverses w.r.t. matrix multiplication since from
any starting node, taking first the green (resp. yellow) edge
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(a) Directed graph obtained for translations only.

(b) Directed graph obtained for all actions ak .

Figure 8: Directed graph of permutation matrices Mak–and thus also of
corresponding actions ak as per Equation (15)– obtained by combination of
these matrices. Color conventions for edges match the color of each action in
Figure 4.

then the yellow (resp. green) one forms a loop. The same
can be said of the red and purple colors, which are found to
correspond to another pair of inverse matrices. At last, the
four central squares correspond to the commutativity of the
Mak used: indeed one can see on the graph that taking the
red edge first, then the green one always leads to the same
node as green first, red second.

While those observations were discussed as properties of
the permutation matrices, the actual result is their representing
properties of the abstract motor actions ak. And indeed one
can check that the blue arrow corresponds to the identity
action a1, that the inverse pairs (yellow, green) and (orange,
purple) respectively correspond to (leftward, rightward) and
(forward,backward) translations, and that the commutativity
discussed is that of “forward then left” being the same as
“left then forward”. While these facts seem obvious from
an external point of view, they were not part of the initial
knowledge of the agent discussed in §III-A. This only appears
as a consequence of the agent capability to predict the sensory
consequences of its own actions built during experiment 1.

This also applies to the graph shown in Figure 8b obtained

when considering all seven actions, i.e. the two rotations corre-
sponding to actions a6 and a7 are now included in the analysis.
This plot shows the same 2D graph of translations obtained
before, but enriched with a third dimension supporting the
change of orientation induced by rotations. Again, the depth of
the graph is maintained low to keep things legible. The global
structure of the graph can be described as a disjunction of 2D
subgraphs corresponding to translations at fixed orientation.
Each subgraph is therefore equivalent to each other up to a
rotation as can be seen by the edges colors shifting between
the plans. As an example, one can see that the same node in
the graph can be reached by following either (yellow, dark
blue) and (dark blue, purple), or (left, turn left) and (turn left,
forward) in terms of actions seen from an external point of
view. Figure 8b also shows that rotations are limited to the
third vertical dimension in which they form cycles at constant
position in the planar subgraph. The cycle simply mirrors the
external observation that taking four π/2 rotations successively
takes you back to the initial orientation. Importantly, this could
constitute an internal signature of rotations as opposed to
translations.

In the end of this second experiment, the agent has thus been
able to discover a structure of its actual group of motor actions.
The agent now has access to algebraic relations between
its own actions which relate to its motor capabilities. This
knowledge also allows it to generalize the sensory prediction it
discovered in experiment 1 to all the combinations considered
in the graph. Nevertheless, one have to keep in mind that all
the actions considered in these experiments are not exactly
conservative in the sense of Equation (9). Indeed, they fail at
conserving spatial information on the border of the simulated
camera. However, results show that conservatity holding true
for all internal pixels allows for discovering the aforemen-
tioned properties. Because all calculations are made on actual
current outputs of the pixels, one obvious consequence is that
the agent has no way to predict what happens outside of its
field of view, and so far it keeps no memory of it. Therefore,
the results only hold for a very local movement w.r.t. the
dimension of the agent. However, the discovered structure
stays true whatever the initial position of the exploration. This
is one crucial improvement in comparison to previous works,
one brought about by the proposed variational formalism of
actions.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper was devoted to the introduction of a new
variational paradigm into the sensorimotor framework, ex-
tending the scope of such approaches to naive agents able
to move freely in their environment. We demonstrated how
these agents could exploit said approach not only to perform
sensory prediction, but also to structure their own actions,
with minimal prior knowledge. The proposed formalism has
been assessed in simulation as a proof of concept, with a
naive agent able (i) to build for each of its action some
permutation matrices associated to its own sensory array, and
(ii) to exploit them to structure its own set of actions. Thus,
with the proposed contribution a naive agent endowed with
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the ability to apply actions without any understanding of them
can anticipate the sensory consequences of its movement in
the environment, from which it can int turn discover the
relations between actions and how to combine them. This is
a major improvement w.r.t. existing sensorimotor approaches,
leveraging the limitation of local understanding of the agent
interaction with its environment.

Implementing a formal version of sensory prediction comes
with many interesting perspectives, as it was shown to yield
crucial properties both in the original cognitive psychology
literature and in the previous robotic contexts. It should
therefore be studied further how the results obtained here fare
in reproducing these properties, including e.g. motor control,
motor planning, isolating proprioception, differenciating self-
induced changes from external ones or distinguishing objects.

Nevertheless, the applicability of the proposed paradigm to
real agents or robots is still an opened question. First, it is
clear that most of the actions an agent will be dealing with
are not strictly conservative, but rather quasi-conservative like
in the proposed simulations. While not extensively studied in
this paper, some ongoing mathematical developments tend to
show that their properties still allow to reach the same concepts
of sensory prediction and action structuration. Then, the fact
that the sensory prediction relies on exact sensory values shifts
inside the un-noisy sensory array is not very realistic. Introduc-
ing stochastic matrices instead of permutation ones constitute
a promising way to deal with such an issue, also pulling all
these developments inside a probability territory [23] in which
a lot of development still needs to be done. Finally, actions can
also be noisy, and the question of their repeatability over time
needs to be addressed so as to face realistic conditions. All
these paths constitute future promising works in the field and
will undoubtedly extend the scope of these approaches to naive
adaptative and robust agents able to build by themselves their
own understanding of their interaction with their environment.

APPENDIX

In the following proofs, we will assume

(∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P, sC (a′b, p) = sC (ab, p))⇒ a = a′

(20)
and

∀c, c′ ∈ C , Fc = Fc′ ⇒ c = c′. (21)

These assumptions are of minimal importance for two reasons
• Eq. (21) only mandates that any two distinct sensels have

different receptive fields if only one time, while Eq. (20)
asks for actions to have no difference (as denoted by
=) except that which can be assessed by the sensory
capabilities sC . These conditions only fail to hold in
very particular cases and can be found to be true in the
presented examples.

• In any case where they indeed fail to hold, the exact same
results can be found with suitable equivalence relations
for actions (for Eq. (20)) and sensels (for Eq. (21)) at the
cost of more loaded notations.

Therefore these conditions only serve as a way to streamline
the presentation of the results with an at most negligible impact
on generality.

A. Equivalency between conservative and permutative

Here is provided a proof that conservative actions can
be described as permutations of sensels, as discussed in
section III-C1.

Proposition 1. Let a be a conservative action ∈ A, there
exists a unique map

σa : C → C

c 7→ c′
(22)

such that
σa(c) = c′ ⇔ c

a→ c′ (23)

Proof. Let a ∈ A conservative and c ∈ C . By conservativity
∃c′ ∈ C such that c a→ c′. Let c′′ ∈ C such that c a→ c′′, then

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′(ab) and Fc(b) = Fc′′(ab)

so that
∀b ∈ B, Fc′(ab) = Fc′′(ab).

But a : B → B must be surjective because it is bijective,
so that all b ∈ B can be written ab’ for some b’ ∈ B.
Therefore Fc′ = Fc′′ , from which c′ = c′′: successor sensels
are necessarily unique. We therefore declare σa to be the map
that takes each sensel c ∈ C to its unique successor sensel.

Proposition 2. For any conservative action a ∈ A, its
successor map σa is bijective.

Proof. Let a be a conservative action, and let c, c′ ∈ C be
sensels such that σa(c) = σa(c′). From this it follows that

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′′(ab) and Fc′(b) = Fc′′(ab)

for some common successor c′′ ∈ C . But it entails in particular

∀b ∈ B, Fc(b) = Fc′(b)

that is Fc = Fc′ , which further yields c = c′ : σa is injective.
From injectivity of σa, it follows that |σa(C )| = |C |. But
because C is finite it in turns follows from this equality that
σa(C ) = C , i.e. σa is also surjective.

B. Conversing of conserving

We provide here the proof, as used in section III-C1 and
following, that conservative actions are themselves a subgroup
of A for its succession operation.

Proposition 3. Let AC ⊂ A be the subset of all conservative
actions. Then AC is in fact a subgroup of A.

Proof. AC ⊂ A by its very definition, therefore we only need
prove it is actually a group.
• ∀c ∈ C , c

e→ c with e the identity action: e is
conservative.

• Let a and a′ be conservative actions, and c ∈ C : since
a ∈ AC , ∃c′ ∈ C such that c a→ c′. But since a′ ∈ AC

too, there also exists c′′ ∈ C verifying c′
a′→ c′′, so that

finally

∀c ∈ C ,∀a, a′ ∈ AC , ∃c′′ such that c a
′a→ c′′
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that is a′a is conservative itself.
• Let a ∈ AC and let σa be its successor map C → C .
∀c ∈ C since σa is surjective (see proof in V-A) we have
c = σa(c′) for some c′ ∈ C , or equivalently

∀c ∈ C , ∃c′ such that c′ a→ c.

Finally, since c′ a→ c ⇔ c
a−1

→ c′ it follows that a−1 is
conservative too.

C. Conservation or prediction, it is all the same

Here is provided a proof that mapping conservative actions
a to their respective sensory prediction functions Pa provides
a group isomorphism, as per Equation (15). To this end, let
us recall the essential property of these functions:

∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P, sC (ab, p) = Pa(sC (b, p)). (24)

From this we get:

Proposition 4. The map

P : AC → Bij(S)

a 7→ Pa
(25)

is a group morphism. Moreover it is injective, so that it induces
a group isomorphism AC

∼= P (AC ).

Proof. Let a, a′ be two conservative actions, we have

∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P,

Pa′−1a(sC (b, p)) = sC (a′−1ab, p)
= Pa′−1(s(ab, p))
= Pa′−1(Pa(s(b, p)))
= (Pa′−1 ◦ Pa)(s(b, p))

so that P (a′−1a) = P (a′−1)◦P (a) : P is a group morphism.
Now let a, a′ ∈ AC such that Pa = Pa′ . It follows from

Equation (24) that

∀b ∈ B,∀p ∈P, sC (a′b, p) = sC (ab, p)

so that under hypothesis (20) P is indeed injective.

D. “Poof!” goes the matrix: a proof

This part is devoted to the proof of the relevance of
Equation (17) in §IV-B1, that is the convergence of matrices
Ma towards the associated permutation matrices Mσa for all
conservative actions a.

Lemma 1. For any coefficient mai,j of Mσa , the associated
sequence (mai,j [n])n of values taken in (Ma[n])n during
exploration is nonincreasing with values in {0, 1}.
Proof. Let us consider an arbitrary timestep n ∈ N in the
exploration. If a is not drawn at this timestep, then

mai,j [n+ 1] = mai,j [n] ≤ mai,j [n].

If it is instead chosen, assuming mai,j [n] ∈ {0, 1} then as per
the update rule of Ma, either
• mai,j [n] = 0 and then mai,j [n+ 1] = 0 too,

• or mai,j [n] = 1 and mai,j [n+ 1] ∈ {0, 1}
so that the lemma follows by induction on n.

Lemma 2. For any coefficient mai,j = 1 in Mσa , the associ-
ated sequence (mai,j [n])n is constant with value mai,j [0] = 1.

Proof. At any timestep n of the exploration, if a is not chosen
then mai,j [n+ 1] = mai,j [n].
If it is instead drawn, then by Equation (11) we know that

sj [n+ 1] = si[n]

because mai,j = 1 implies that j = σa(i) as per the definition
of Mσa . Then by the update rule of Ma[n], mai,j [n+ 1] = 1.
The lemma then follows by induction on n.

We now proceed with the last part of our argument, that is
showing that coefficients of the empirical matrices Mak which
do not correspond to successor sensel pairs will actually be
nulled during exploration. This specific part is provided in the
specific case of the simulated experiment presented, allowing
us to formulate the relevant equations in the vector geometry of
E = R2. The same idea could also be adapted for generalized
spaces E , B and actions Ainit, more in line with the previous
theoretical descriptions. However, such a development is out
of the scope of this contribution.

Let us define

∀θ ∈ R, Rθ =

(
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)

the matrix corresponding to the rotation in R2 of angle θ. As
per the definitions provided for our particular example, we
may assume the properties :

∀c ∈ C ,∀(x, y, ~θ) ∈ B, Fc(x, y, ~θ) =

(
x
y

)
+RθFc(0, 0,~0)

and

∀a ∈ Ainit, ∃~ua =

(
xa
ya

)
∈ R2,∃θa ∈ R

such that ∀b = (x, y, ~θ) ∈ B, ab = (x′, y′, ~θ′)

where
(
x′

y′

)
=

(
x
y

)
+Rθ

(
xa
ya

)
and θ′ = θ + θa.

Therefore we have

Lemma 3. Let a ∈ A, c, c′ ∈ C . There exists a unique vector
~da,c,c′ ∈ R2 such that

∀b = (x, y, ~θ) ∈ B,
−−−−−−−−−→
Fc(ab)Fc′(b) = Rθ ~da,c,c′ .

Proof. Let b = (x, y, ~θ) ∈ B. We therefore have

1) Fc′(b) =

(
x
y

)
+RθFc′(0, 0,~0),

2) Fc(ab) = Fc

((
x
y

)
+Rθ

(
xa
ya

)
,
−−−−→
θ + θa

)

=

(
x
y

)
+Rθ

(
xa
ya

)
+Rθ+θaFc(0, 0,~0)

so that
−−−−−−−−−→
Fc(ab)Fc′(b) = Rθ

(
Fc′(0)−

(
xa
ya

)
−RθaFc(0)

)
.
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which proves taking ~da,c,c′ =

(
Fc′(0)−

(
xa
ya

)
−RθaFc(0)

)

satisfies the property.

It should be noted that ~da,c,c′ captures some geometry of
conservation: indeed, from the definition of a→ it can easily
be shown that

∀a ∈ A, ∀c, c′ ∈ C ,
(
c
a→ c′ ⇔ ~da,c,c′ = 0

)
. (26)

This greatly serves the conclusion of our argument with

Proposition 5. Let a ∈ A, ci, cj ∈ C . Then for given
environment configuration p ∈P the two statements

1) There exists an absolute configuration b ∈ B such that if
b[n] = b and a[n] = a for some n ∈ N, then mai,j [k] =
0 ∀k ≥ n+ 1

2) p is not doubly periodic with periods ~da,c,c′ and
Rπ

2

~da,c,c′

are equivalent.

Proof.
• Assume that p is both ~da,c,c′ - and Rπ

2

~da,c,c′ -periodic.
Let n ∈ N such that a[n] = a, let b = b[n]. We have
si[n] = p(Fc(b[n])) and sj [n+ 1] = p(Fc′(b[n+ 1])) =

p(Fc(b[n]) + Rθ ~da,c,c′). But since θ ∈
{

0, π2 , π,
3π
2

}
,

Rθ = ±I2 or Rθ = ±Rπ
2

. Therefore by periodicity of p
we have sj [n+ 1] = si[n], from which by induction on
n we get ∀n ∈ N, mai,j [n] = 1 : 1) ⇒ 2).

• Without loss of generality, let us assume that p is
not ~da,c,c′ -periodic (if it is instead only not Rπ

2

~da,c,c′ -
periodic, the same argument follows up to a rotation).
Let X0 ∈ R2 such that p(X0) 6= p(X0 + ~da,c,c′),
b0 = (x, y,~0) ∈ B such that Fc(b0) = X0. By definition
Fc′(ab0) = X0 + ~da,c,c′ so that if b[n] = b0 for some
n ∈ N, sj [n+1] 6= si[n]. From the update rule of Ma we
then get mai,j [n+ 1] = 0, which by Lemma 1 concludes
the proof.

Finally, simultaneously applying this proof to all actions
and pair of sensels of the agent has us deduce:

Corollary. If p : R2 → P is aperiodic, then there exists a
sequence of drawings of actions (a[n])n∈N such that

∀ak ∈ Ainit, lim
n
Mak [n] = Mσak

.

While the converse strictly speaking is not true, we can see
from the preliminary lemma that problems in the algorithm
arise from very particular periodicity properties which relate to
the geometry of (receptive fields of) sensels. It therefore should
be noted already how most experiments in live specimens
made use of specifically engineered symmetric and periodic
environments to try and impair the development of percep-
tion [24]. Future works could expand on the effects of such
“pathological” environment configurations on the proposed
algorithm.
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